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prognostic factor (prog-NOS-tik FAK-ter)
A situation or condition, or a characteristic of a patient, that can be used to estimate the chance of recovery from a disease or the chance of the disease recurring (coming back).

predictive factor (prih-DIK-tiv FAK-ter)
A situation or condition that may increase a person's risk of developing a certain disease or disorder.
Tsao et al.

- **Prognostic markers**: patient or tumor factors that, independent of treatment, predict survival outcome
- **Predictive markers**: factors that may influence and predict the outcome of treatment in terms of either response or survival benefit
Prognostic vs. Predictive

Prognostic:
- p53
- Survival

Predictive:
- Treatment
- p53
- Survival
Another conception of predictive

For p53 IHC +

For p53 IHC -
The problem

- People throw these terms around ALL THE TIME
- There is little consistency:
  - Prediction
  - Prognosis
  - Association
Common mistake

• Example:

\[ P = .03 \]
\[ HR = 1.89 \text{ (95\% CI; 1.07 to 3.34)} \]
Common mistake

• Example:
• P=0.03
• “Therefore, p53 predicts survival”
• A better interpretation:
  – p53 is associated with survival
Another example:

A low X level is an independent predictor of adverse events. We recommend that all patients have X levels measured preoperatively to identify patients at risk for these events.
When could that claim be made?

Two situations

1. the intervention is safe and simple (e.g. vitamin supplementation) and could be given to everyone without risk

2. the distributions are ‘well-separated’
Association ≠ Prediction

• Common leap
• Need caution
  – Interpreting the literature!
  – Using the terminology yourself
• Need to ask
  – What would I do differently if I had the information?
  – Should treatment be modified based on this knowledge?
• Removing treatment is generally a worse error than adding a potentially ineffective (safe) treatment
How to distinguish?

• Ignore p-values!
  – Well, not completely
  – They measure association
  – Yes, you need a small p-value for ‘prediction’ but it doesn’t ensure it
  – There are many situations with strong association but weak ‘prediction’

• Other measures
  – Sensitivity and specificity type measures
  – AUC (another time…)
Sensitivity

• Classic interpretation:
  – The probability of positive test given you have the disease

• Modified to our context:
  – The probability of p53+ given death < 4 years
Specificity

• Classic interpretation:
  – The probability of negative test given you do not have the disease

• Modified to our context:
  – The probability of p53- given death > 4 years
Predictive Values

- Our example:
  - PPV = probability of death given p53+
  - NPV = probability of alive given p53-

- More interesting PVs: within p53+ patients
  - probability of alive given chemo
    - 0.75 at 4 years
  - probability of alive given observation
    - 0.50 at 4 years
What about p53 wildtype?

At 7 years?

Do you believe 7 year data?

At 4 years?
Prediction Models in Survival Analysis

• Commonly seen these days
• “Nomograms”
• Example: Prostate Cancer*

Is that all?

- You need to show that your model has strong predictive ability!
- Binary outcomes: AUC
- Survival endpoints: C-index
  - Ranges from 0 to 1
  - C = 0.5 implies prediction is essentially random
  - Generally, around 0.70 is minimally acceptable for a useful prediction tool
- Tsao et al.? Didn’t approach predictive power
- Armstrong et al.: C = 0.69